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if you're looking for a choir full of professional-sounding realistic vocals and complex effects, without
all of the 'weird' phrasing and soprano-like falsettos, this library is for you. the sound is very rich, yet

not overly weighted. the two groups of choir voices are balanced very well, allowing you to easily
mix and match between the two. the full choir features a tremolo on the oes' and a true legato, but
the men and women each have a bit more aggressive articulation with a few dynamic articulation
features for each. elements is a very powerful collection of choir sounds, and the price you pay is
well worth it. we have included a bonus collection of a few ambient tones as well, but it's mostly
packed with much more than that. whether you're playing synth, bass, guitar, or piano, you can
come up with some pretty amazing sounding results. this library includes a massive library of

impressive choral sounds and effects, with a top-down user interface. there are all the standard
features you would expect from a top-end vst choir library, along with some nice features that may
help you make your own sound. there's everything from standard chants to unique effects that will
give you a huge range of sounds. the library also includes a variety of timbres from the choir, from
smooth harmonies to grungier fills, and everything in between. this library can handle any genre of

music, and you can even create your own custom sound effects if you choose to. this library contains
30-voice male and female choir sounds, as well as 8 soloists. you can create both full-size and short
phrases, and you can edit them all at the same time. you can also apply the various articulations to

the men and women, and even use the various modes (breath, legato, tremolo, etc.) to create
something unique and unique. each of the voices has unique features, like a rhythmic mode, a

different kind of legato, and more. the library also includes choral effects, and a ton of ambiences.
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olympus elements contains just the wide close stage blend microphone position for all 8 core vowel
articulations: ah, ee, eh, ei, ih, mm, oh and oo. the choir is completely configurable, with

independent control over male and female divisi sections. youll find sustains, staccatos and
marcatos, with pp-ff dynamic layering and intelligent round robin. this choir packs a massive forte
punch and velvety smooth piano dynamics, giving you complete expressive control and creative
freedom. we also bring you our newly upgraded true ah & oo legato sustains, with up to 6-part

polyphonic harmony and fluid interval shaping. the library also features a wide variety of classic
choral effects, swells, sweeps, shouts, whispers and more. each preset comes with an array of fine

performance controls, eq, 50 custom convolution environmental and fx reverbs to choose from. and
of course, weve included our signature hand-crafted choral atmospheres, pads and evolving
soundscapes to open up more creative possibilities. olympus also includes powerful, dynamic
accompaniments, including a dynamic piano, dynamic organ, dynamic strings and dynamic

percussion. the dynamic accompaniments are fully configurable with cc automation, dynamic
parameter automation and keyswitch control. in addition to the dynamic accompaniments, the vocal

sections feature four unique vocal treatments, which allow you to create variations in articulation
and tonal quality. these treatments are a combination of all of the part types. in addition to the

standard and fully controllable articulations, there is also a selection of manual controls, including
vibrato, legato, staccato, portamento, expression and a selection of articulation layers, which allow

you to blend or mute specific articulation layers in any section of the sample. 5ec8ef588b
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